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Richly illustrated with medieval, Renaissance, and contemporary paintings, prints, drawings,
and photographs, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANGELS contains the history and development of
angelologies and the importance of angels to the major religions of the world. The book traces
the path of angels across such diverse subjects as mysticism, mythology, folklore, magic, visions
of the Virgin Mary, out-of-body experiences, extraterrestrials, psychology, and philosophy.
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Bethany Fowler, “Well-Done and Fascinating. I really enjoy this book. I bought it primarily as
reference material (I'm a novelist, though not yet published). It turns out, though, that I just enjoy
looking at the book even when I'm not looking through it for specific information. It's well-written;
a very important feature of any book, but particularly books like this, which deal with touchy
subjects. It is difficult to strike the right tone since angels are part of some people's religious
beliefs and fantasy for others. I thought the author did a great job at being respectful and
informative without painting angels as either fact or fiction. (I personally believe in them.)I was
slightly disappointed that none of the illustrations were colored: they are all black-and-white.
They are still very interesting but I do think an occasional splash of color would have really
enhanced the book quite nicely. Other then that, it's excellent. If you are interested in angels as
fiction, fact, or any other reason, I think you'll be glad you bought this fairly comprehensive book.”

J. Burke, “Good reference book. A fun book for referencing different angels from across the
globe. I purchased this for my sister so she could get a better understanding of what different
angels there are. I read the book before giving it to her and I loved the bits of trivia I was able to
get from it, and she has enjoyed it as well.”

painting pixies, “Exceptional reference material. This has become one of my 'go-to' books when
working with the lesser known angels, and other personalities or celebrities from the historical
religious and occult world. Well researched and wonderfully written, this is a must have book for
anyone who is on an angelic journey, and one that I am so thankful that I purchased.”

Susan C., “Excellent resource on angels. The Encyclopedia of Angels by Rosemary Ellen Guiley
is an excellent reference on angels.”

NIJOLE GABIJA, “Its very good, thanks :). Its very good, thanks :)”

Bianca, “Five Stars. Exactly what I expected.”

melanie jackson, “Five Stars. Good”

Jacqueline W., “Five Stars. excellent book. Brilliant quality.”

Roisin, “A lot of information about Angels. Great encyclopaedia, has tons of info about the
angels. Fascinating.. but I just wish that there was more internal active linking in the ebook, as
there's such a wealth of information contained.”

The book by Adam Crymble has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 121 people have provided feedback.
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